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Skyhorse Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 256 pages. Dimensions: 9.5in. x
8.0in. x 0.9in.Were all strapped for time. More often than not, theres just not enough time in the day
to spend hours putting together a meal. Fast food is no longer the answer. Amazing 7-Minute
Mealsgives you the tools to create a variety of healthy dishes that can be tailored to anyones taste
buds, giving you more free time in the process. Professional chef Yvonne Stephens is on a mission to
prove that healthy eating is much faster, easier, and cheaper than you think. Her recipes create
complete meals in a fraction of the time youre used to spending in the kitchen. Ranging from
Chinese and Vietnamese to Caribbean and South American, the variety of flavors and culinary
techniques found here is astounding for such a compact collection. Organized in an easy-to-follow
manner and categorized by main ingredient, theres a meal to everyones liking in this
groundbreaking book that is half recipe collection, half philosophical and dietary bible. More than
just a collection of great meals, Stephenss book shows you how to budget your time and money
when it comes to the kitchen, and will transform the way...
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Reviews
A top quality ebook and the font used was fascinating to read through. It is writter in easy terms and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably easy
way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication through which actually altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Rober to B lock
A very awesome publication with perfect and lucid information. It is probably the most awesome book i have read. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Dr . Celia Howell DVM
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